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2D-Sastres was born in Barcelona, Spain.  We are a family business that began by upcycling common 
waste materials, and transforming these materials into daily products valued for their utility- such as 
purses and bags. It is through this process that we decided to try and express our doubts about the 
dominant culture of consumption, while still maintaining ourselves economically.

When it comes to our designs, we feel the most important elements of our work are comfort, and 
practicality.  We attempt to keep our models simple, yet exclusive, giving our clients an elegant 
alternative to a traditional fanny-pack or purse.

All of our products are 100% handmade, and we play with a combination of materials- textiles, 
synthetic leathers, plastics, and silk screen- all of which are bought or upcycled here locally on the 
streets of Barcelona or in its various flea markets.  We use a micro production style, celebrating 
artisan workmanship over industrialized production. We do not make millions of the same thing! Rather 
we choose to create individualized, practical products guided by our clients needs, and ideas.  

www.2dsastresbcn.com    www.etsy.com    2dsastres.blogspot.com
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so from here on in its all a catalogue. you can check out our different designs 
as well as the possible color combinations we offer. pricing is included below 
our product descriptions. for wholesale pricing clients must make a minimum 
purchase of 5 products. for orders under 5 products our suggested retail 
pricing would apply. take a look and let us know if you!re interested. 

for more info you can visit our online stores at:

www.2dsastresbcn.com            www.etsy.com

our different models





the estilo side is the most elegant of our work, it is a fanny pack you can 
take out on the town- dress and all. two large pockets are sleek and don't 
stick out interrupting your figure, yet you'll have somewhere to stick all 
your stuff... no more forgotten purses after a few two many drinks.

wholesale- 30$
suggested retail- 45$

estilo one-sider





the estilo two sider is exactly the same as the one-sider only double the 
fun. so now not only can you carry what you would normally be able to 
but twice as much, just for the enjoyment of that fussy over organized 
partners of yours. 

wholesale- 35$
suggested retail- 50$

estilo two-sider





this is our classic design. you'll always have more than enough pockets 
for everything you might be carrying. this design is super comfortable, it 
carries weight like a backpack but wears like a vest. it's perfect for the 
city, mountain, or making airport security way more easy to get through...

wholesale- 45$
suggested retail- 60$

la pistolera





this is one of the most comfortable and simple models we fabricate. we 
think its perfect for carrying the absolute minimum for going out on the 
town. the idea is that you shouldn't realize you're wearing it. la sobaquera 
can be worn with the cross on the back, or without... its versatile like 
most of our lives.

wholesale- 30$
suggested retail- 45$ 

la sobaquera





our new pistol pete is similar to our sobaqueras in terms of size and 
comfort, but its new back design and more compact pockets hug your 
body tighter...  in the world we live in its always good to be prepared, 
pistol pete gives you just enough pack capacity to carry the essentials 
(your phone, money, a gadget or two) while not bogging you down. for all 
those wannabe machos this product is the ultimate addition for your gun-
toting madmax cowboy look (note sarcasm). who said man purses couldn't 
be cool!

wholesale- 40$
suggested retail- 55$

pistol pete- men’s





its the same as the men!s version just with a women in mind.  plus now 
we make things even more interesting offering a reversible version, 
allowing just a little more flexibility.

normal:
wholesale- 35$
suggested retail- 55$

reversible:
wholesale- 40$
suggested retail- 60$

pistol pete- women’s & reversible





so all of our models use a black base combined with another fabric.  on 
the following pages is our inventory of fabrics. yet it is important to 
mention that due to our artisan production process all of our material is 
limited.  so combinations of the different fabrics represented here in this 
look book are always dependent on availability.  when we run out of a 
particular fabric chances are its done for good. so please bare with us if 
at the moment of ordering the specific combinations you would like are 
not possible.  unfortunately its the price of doing business the way we 
do!

fabric selection



all our base colors are variations of black (with the exception of 01).   

# 02- a sleek and thin black polyester.
# 03- thicker than 02 this fabric is also polyester.
# 04- our standard black cotton/polyester mix.
# 11- extra thin black pleather.
# 12- thicker, but soft pleather.
# 13- heavy life like pleather. this is our closest thing to real leather.
# 14- extra heavy pleather.

possible base fabrics





so you mix any one of these three solids with our base blacks.

# 06- polyester/cotton pink. very eighties.
# 05- sky blue. polyester/cotton mix.
# 04- bad ass black. polyester. 

solid colors





our flower power selection is just what it sounds like. add a little hippie to 
your urban style.

# 07- dainty flowers cotton/polyester mix.
# 08- sky blue flowers cotton/polyester mix.
# 09- tealish flowers cotton/polyester mix.
# 10- dainty black flowers cotton/polyester mix.

flower power prints





so we!re all about disco even if it was before our time.  we like flashy 
things and pleather is oh so cool. check it out.

# 15- shiny purple. 
# 16- shiny maroon.
# 17- shiny worn silver.
# 18- shiny green.
# 19- shiny light green.

pleather power





we love our cold blooded friends. so much so that we couldn!t ever hurt 
one.  but we!ve found some excellent pleather prints to celebrate their 
slitherlyness.

# 25- sky grey serpent polyester.
# 24- beige serpent pleather.
# 23- sand red serpent pleather.
# 22- green crock pleather.
# 21- purple serpent pleather.
# 20- purple serpent pleather extra thin.

serpents and crocks





being based in spain and loving flamenco popular culture we had to 
include some polka dots.

# 26- white dots on red background cotton/polyester mix.
# 27- big red dots on black background cotton/polyester mix.
# 28- white dots on black background cotton/polyester mix.
# 29- white dots on green background cotton/polyester mix.
# 30- purple dots on white background cotton/polyester mix.
# 31- red dots on white background cotton/polyester mix.

polka dot fun





we love the sleekness of kimonos, the material is light and elegant.  so 
we had to make some of our bags with these fabrics.

# 32- flowers and dragons on black polyester.
# 33- peacocks and dragons on black polyester.

opium sleek





african prints have always fascinated us as seamstresses, how do you 
get so much expression into one piece of fabric?  

# 34- peacocks and flowers all kinds of colors cotton.
# 35- green bubbles and orange waves cotton.
# 36- big green and orange dots sprinkled with blue spots cotton.
# 37- purple, blue, and black zig-zags on yellow background cotton.
# 38- blue diamonds and dandelions on tie-dye background cotton.
# 39- light blue and black weave on purple background cotton.
# 40- black and orange mix cotton.

afro prints





not to date ourselves or anything, but we!re eighties babies and at heart 
pretty punk.  so a good leopard or zebra print is never out of reach.

# 41- fuzzy black and purple leopard.
# 42- purple and white t-shirt zebra.
# 43- brown and black tiger.
# 44- snow leopard.
# 45- red snow leopard.
# 46- blue snow leopard.
# 47- blue and black shiny leopard.
# 48- pink and black leopard.
# 49- blue and teal leopard.
# 50- white and black shiny leopard.

leopards and zebras oh my!







so this is where things can get a little complicated. given the international 
nature of our client base its sometimes hard to translate sizing... so below is 
our best try.  hopefully it makes things easier.

estilo sides (both the one and two):
small. medium. large. x-large.

sobaquera, pistolera, and the pistol pete:
small. medium. large. x-large.

sizing
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